
This guide helps answer questions from Traveller and 
Roma communities about what it means to be transgender.

What does 
the T in 
LGBTQI 
mean?

My body parts match 
how I feel inside. I dress and 
act in a way that fits with my 
appearance and how other 

people see me.

I was raised 
as a boy but this never felt right. 

On the outside I looked like a boy 
but inside I felt different. My body doesn’t 

feel like me. I’m not sure if I want to change 
my body but I do want to be seen the way 

I feel. I wear my hair long and dress in 
feminine clothes.

I was raised as a girl. 
I always felt that was wrong. 

I don’t identify as a boy either. I use the 
pronoun ‘they’. I want to change my body 

so that it reflects who I am.

 When I was born 
the doctor told my 

parents I was a girl. This never 
felt right. I take testosterone and 

have had chest surgery.

There is no one way of being trans and someone’s gender identity doesn’t mean 
that they need to dress or talk a certain way, have surgery or take hormones.

“I am 
cisgender
(This is the 
opposite of 
transgender)”

“I am 
a trans 
woman”

“I am non-
binary”

“I am 
a trans 
man”

What does the 
T in LGBTQI 

mean?

I think I am trans, or a family member/friend is, where can I 
go for support and more information?

Gender Identity Family 
Support Line Families 
Supporting Families
Tel: 01 907 3707

TransParenCI and 
Transformers
A peer support group for parents and 
family members of trans people.
Email: transparencigroup@gmail.com 
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Transgender Equality Network Ireland

Pavee Point Traveller 
& Roma Centre
Phone: 01 878 0255 
Email: info@pavee.ie
Web: www.paveepoint.ie

Transgender Equality Network 
Ireland (TENI)
Phone: 01 873 357
Email: office@teni.ie
Web: www.teni.ie
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Transgender is someone whose gender is 
different from the sex assigned at birth.

What is sex and how is it different from gender?
When we are born we can’t tell our parent(s) how we identify and so a decision 
is made for us. Usually the doctor will make that decision by having a look at our 
body parts. They will look at our outward body parts, our external sex organs and 
decide if we’re a boy or a girl. 

Legally we have to be one or the other. This is recorded on our birth certificate. 
This is what is meant by sex assigned at birth.

Our sex relates to our body parts, our sex organs, our hormones and our 
chromosomes. 

However, our sex is not always clear. We use the term intersex to describe a 
person’s body that doesn’t fit into the category of male or female. Some intersex 
people will identify as male or female while others identity as intersex. 

A transgender person is someone whose gender identity or gender expression is 
different from the sex assigned at birth. 

A cisgender person is someone whose gender identity or gender expression is 
the same as the sex assigned at birth.

What does gender identity and gender expression mean?
Gender identity is less about our appearance and how we present to others and 
more about how we feel inside.

The important thing to remember is that when we talk about a person’s sex, we’re 
talking about the body (how we, as a society, understand it and choose to define 
it – bodies are just bodies, after all). When we talk about gender identity, we’re 
really talking about how a person feels inside.

Our gender expression is all the ways we show ourselves to others. This could 
include our appearance- how we wear our hair, what clothes we choose to wear 
or how we speak. 

What does the 
T in LGBTQI 

mean?

What are gender roles and gender stereotypes? 
Gender roles in society are about all the ways we think a person should look like 
or behave depending on what sex they are. A gender stereotype might be that we 
expect a person to be strong if we think they are male. We might refer to a girl as 
being pretty. Often the behaviour and appearance we expect from different genders 
has more to do with how we treat other people and act around other people than 
any biological differences. Before puberty boys and girls have very few physical 
differences. So why do boys and girls often act differently from each other? Society, 
environment and upbringing all play a role in how we develop. 

Parents often dress baby boys in blue and baby 
girls in pink. It might make it easier for other people 
to guess the sex of your baby but it really doesn’t 
make any difference to the baby. If you dressed 
a baby girl in blue, it wouldn’t make any physical 
difference. The only difference might come from 
how other people treated her. 

Stereotypes about gender can cause unequal and unfair treatment because 
of a person’s gender. This is called sexism.

What if I don’t identify as male or female?
A non-binary person is a person whose gender identity is not simply male or female. 
Some individuals may move between genders, may feel a mix of many genders or 
may be genderless.

Non-binary people express their gender in many different ways. It might not fit with 
what other people expect. 

Pronouns 
Pronouns are words used to refer to someone or something. Gender specific pronouns 
are ‘he’ and ‘she’ which are usually used for men and women respectively. Many non-
binary people do not identify with these pronouns and choose to opt for more gender 
neutral pronouns like ‘they’ or no pronouns at all. Many non-binary people choose to 
use gender-specific pronouns as these are not exclusively for binary people.

She/her  He/his  They/Their

For people who have never questioned their gender identity this may seem strange 
at first but it can help people feel more comfortable.

It is useful to ask if you are not sure which pronouns a person prefers to use. 
If you are in a group, it can be helpful for everyone to introduce themselves 
with their name and their preferred pronouns.

There is no one way of being trans and someone’s gender identity doesn’t mean 
that they need to dress or talk a certain way, have surgery or take hormones.
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